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HEALTHTECH CITIES

Our HealthTech cities series will explore the biggest

HealthTech hubs across the globe.

They will delve into the HealthTech ecosystem of the

city, as well as giving an insight into where to live, the

city’s top destinations, and advice for those looking to

relocate.

We also hear from leaders in the space about why

London is a great option for HealthTech professionals.

If you are interested in joining the HealthTech sector,

then these guides will help you on your journey to

finding the best city for you.

Coming up…London. 
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HEALTHTECH HUB: LONDON

Known for its huge concentration of international talent,

vibrant community, and high concentration of capital, there’s

no shortage of entrepreneurs, government initiatives,

accelerators and events in London, making it one of the

fastest-growing HealthTech ecosystems in the world.

According to the Association of British HealthTech industries,

the UK HealthTech sector is now the largest employer in the

broader Life Sciences industry, employing 127,400 people in

3,860 companies; all of which have a combined turnover of

£24 billion.

Hundreds of startups across London are solving everyday

problems in healthcare through innovative solutions, with

HealthTech ‘power brands’, such as Babylon, Zesty and

Huma leading the industry. Being the third largest tech hub in

the world, London is an exceptional place for budding

HealthTech startups and scale ups to develop and grow.
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MAJOR HEALTHTECH COMPANIES
The following are 25 of the major HealthTech companies that are based in London: 

Babylon Health

Cera

Huma

DoctorLink

Lumeon

LumiraDx

Zava

Oviva

Doctor Care Anywhere 

DnaNudge

Unmind 

Vivosight

LabGenius

Lantum

Doctify

Perfect Ward

Benevolent AI 

VideoDoc

Thriva

Lumeon

HealthUnlocked

Elvie 

TrialReach

CreateHealth.io

Zesty 
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WHERE TO LIVE

Many of London’s Largest HealthTechs are based in

Central London, such as Zesty, Babylon and

DoctorLink. With Central London being easily accessible

from all boroughs, your choice of where to live in the big

smoke really comes down to your own preferences.

Every London postcode has its own personality. Young

professionals who are looking for a buzzing nightlife will

be fascinated by East London; while those looking for a

quieter neighbourhood may opt for West London. North

London offers a great mixture of the two, while South

London is becoming more and more popular with young

professionals through its local amenities.

If you’re looking for cheaper living, Finsbury Park and

Kentish town are two of the most affordable areas to live

centrally; with both boasting an abundance of pubs,

shops and restaurants.

For those after somewhere to escape from the buzz of

the city, Hampstead Heath and Hampstead Woods offer

800 acres of greenery to explore. Slightly further afield,

Kingston has 183 parks, gardens, nature reserves and

recreation grounds, making it the only London borough

with one park per thousand residents.
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MUST-SEE CITY SPOTS

BOROUGH MARKET 
This historical market in central

London boasts quality food and

drink and incredible views of the

Shard. With artisan prepared food

and fresh organic produce ranging

from all over Britain and the rest of

the world, you’ll likely find yourself

heading back for breakfast, lunch,

and dinner.

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
A powerhouse of scientific enquiry,

this world-famous museum does

not disappoint. As well as admiring

its extensive number of exhibitions,

be sure to look up and take in the

stunning surrounding architecture.

WEST END
The hub of London's entertainment

district, the West End’s theatre

scene goes unmatched. With 40+

shows ranging from traditional

plays to modern musicals, there

really is something for everyone.
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WORKING IN LONDON

“London is an epicentre of HealthTech. As the engine of Europe’s second-largest 

economy and home to some of the world’s largest and most innovative 

HealthTech organisations, opportunities in this vibrant city are endless.

Wherever you’re coming from, you’ll soon feel at home in London; and its 

diverse culture, rich history, and endless number of attractions means you’ll 

never fall short of new things to experience.”

Clare Cooper, Founder, Storm3 
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MOVING TO LONDON TIPS

✓ Whether you’re renting or buying, living in London is expensive. To save on 

housing costs, consider sharing an apartment or house. 

✓ The most popular mode of transport and the quickest way to get around 

town is via the tube. Besides the tube, buses are the cheapest mode of travel 

- but be aware of their tendency to be bogged down by the infamous city 

traffic.

✓ Looking for a public transport alternative? Take advantage of the multitude 

of public bike initiatives available across the city.
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MOVING TO LONDON TIPS

✓ When you first move to London, mobile apps will save your life. Use 

Citymapper to plan your journeys, have your favourite food delivered to 

your doorstep by Deliveroo, and download the Met Office for the latest 

weather forecasts. 

✓ Whilst you're settling in, make a conscious effort to visit all of the free 

museums and galleries London has to offer, such as The National Gallery and 

the Tate Modern. 

✓ For shorter journeys, as well as to assimilate yourself with London’s culture –

walk! Your efforts will be rewarded by the abundance of architecture, smells 

and the exciting bustle of London’s cobbled streets.

https://citymapper.com/london?lang=en
https://deliveroo.co.uk/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=deliveroo&utm_campaign=%2A%2A%5EAcquisition%5ESearch%5EBrand%5EUK%5EAll%20Cities%5E%5EExact%5EAPI%5E%5E%5E%5E%5EEN%5EStrategic%5E%C2%A311240584729&utm_loc=9045999&utm_device=c&utm_adposition=&utm_network=g&utm_targetid=aud-1206075754485:kwd-52577441545&gclid=Cj0KCQjwlMaGBhD3ARIsAPvWd6hnPu51be0znKXA8Fl66N5giqURVp4jQHeRP_z5OCz_6yOp5nLpc-IaAh-TEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/
https://www.tate.org.uk/visit/tate-modern
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